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Unit 1: Reasoning with 4-digit
numbers
Solve number and practical problems
with increasingly large numbers;
identify, represent and estimate using
different representations.

Unit 2: Addition and subtraction
Calculate and estimate numbers with
up to 4 digits using formal written
methods; solve two-step problems,
deciding on appropriate methods.
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Unit 4: Discrete and continuous
data
Solve, compare, calculate, interpret
and present data using appropriate
graphical methods; understand line
graphs.

Unit 3: Multiplication and division
Understand and use distributive law;
use place value to calculate mentally;
use formal written method to multiply
two and three-digits numbers by onedigit numbers.
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In the first half term the children will
be reading ‘Aladdin and the Enchanted
Lamp’ by Phillip Pullman. They will be
writing their own chapter of the story
whilst developing their use of various
writing and grammar tools.

During autumn the children will focus on
non-chronological reports.
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non-chronological reports.

During the second half term the children will be reading ‘Theseus and the
Minotaur’ and writing their own alternative ending to the myth.

In Autumn 1, they will develop their understanding of the features of a recount as they write up their experience
of our very own Ancient Greek Drama
Day.
In Autumn 2, the children will focus on
newspaper reports, culminating in their
own coverage of the events of an Ancient Greek myth.
Wider Reading
Look at the different examples of
books around the page that link with our
topics. Have you read any of them?
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Please see your child's homework bag for our returns timetable.
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Ongoing homework will include; Times Tables Rockstars, spelling and reading.
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Please ensure that ALL items of uniform
are clearly and permanently labelled
with your child’s full name.

•

Monday 20th September
ALTRU Ancient Greek Drama Day—children
should come to school in their uniforms and
their lunch choices will be as normal (packed
lunch/hot dinner).

•

•

As the children have outdoor learning
this half term, please ensure that they
are sent in with appropriate wet weather clothing that you don’t mind getting
wet/muddy/
Your child now has a copy of the key
word spellings with specific words
highlighted that they need to learn.
Please help your child to learn as many
as possible over the next few weeks in
preparation for their re-test.
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